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Abstract
This project idea was to create a better concept that can be used for one of the company basic
equipment. The vision of this project was to use different methods to develop a concept that
on the best way meets the sat up requirements. This thesis work has been conducted for
Casino Cosmopol Malmö AB.
In this bachelor project the proposed idea to upgrade one of the working equipment that is
used every day approximately by 20 people. Such an idea I came up on what I believe is
necessary to have at work comfortable working equipment. The suggestion design of the
trolley is different from other industrial construction which makes it unique on its own way.
This project has been divided into three stages; principal, primary and the final solution stage.
The assessments of these concepts were made after Fredy Olsson’s (Primärkonstruktion and
Principkonstruktion) method, David G. Ullmans (The Mechanical Design Process) method
and together with Adriana Price – my supervisor at the company. Also Stig Otosson
(Dynamisk produktutveckling) method has been used as support.
The calculations were made during this project have been done in SolidWorks and has been
verified.
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List of Abbreviations
-

CAD - Computer Aided Design
FEM - Finite Element Method
OWAS - Ovako Working Posture Analyzing System

List of terms related to the casino branch
Below are listed and defined words in the report which are related to the casino branch.
-

-

Trolley for drop boxes – trolley for transportation the drop boxes from the gaming
floor to the vault/counting room.
Gamming floor is the casino’s working area.
The Drop Box - all cash, Non-Playable chips, appropriate fill or credit documentation,
opening and closing paperwork are deposited in the drop box.
Non-Playable chip – chip with money nominal which player can get in the cash desk
instead of money.
Pit stand (casino pit) - an area of a casino which typically contains tables for
Blackjack, Craps, Roulette, and other games. Typically, a pit is organized as two rows
of gaming tables arranged back-to-back. The tables face outward toward a public aisle
way. The space between the rows is restricted to dealers and other casino personnel.
Besides dealers, the pit personnel include game supervisors.
Dealer is someone appointed at a gambling table to assist in the conduct of the game,
especially in the distribution of bets and payouts.
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1. Introduction
This report presents a project accomplished in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
bachelor degree in Product Development at the Blekinge Institute of Technology. This work
weights 15 ECTS points. The project has given the opportunity to apply the knowledge
acquired during the three-year education at bachelor level in Mechanical Engineering. The
work has been carried out for Casino Cosmopol AB in Malmö.

1.1 Presentation, Casino Cosmopol AB
Casino Cosmopol is a wholly owned subsidiary of a Swedish company Svenska Spel AB. In
1999 Svenska Spel AB were commissioned by the government to establish four international
casinos in Sweden. Today people can visit those casinos in Gothenburg, Malmö, Stockholm
and Sundsvall. All the profit of the company goes the national treasury of Sweden.
On four casinos today are working more than 1,400 employees. The average age of our
employees is 30 years.
In 2014 casinos were visited by no less than 1,119,398 guests. Net gaming revenues totaled
2013-1167 million.
The goal of four casinos is to combine the classic casino games with nice restaurants and bars,
entertainment and exciting events.1

Figure 1: Casino Cosmopol Malmö2

1.2

Project description

The company is using the construction more than 12 years. The company has used a
construction called a trolley for transportation of money / cash chips to the casino repository.
The company is always trying to find ergonomic equipment for the employees, but
unfortunately the trolley is hard to find on the market, because it is “special order”. The task
was to analyze the present construction and propose how to improve this equipment from an
1
2
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ergonomic perspective. It was important, however, that the changes do not undermine the
safety of the equipment.
1.2.1

Problem formulation

The following describes design definition of the existing trolley construction that was created
during the observation, participation and discussion with the employees, both from an
ergonomic and from a production standpoint.
What

Problems that may arise when the trolley is in use can be related both to the production
aspects and the employees' comfort. An employee who works with pain is working worse
than the employee who is not in pain. Could this be because the employees with pain are not
informed about how he or she should be working purely ergonomic? Or was it the work that
needed to be adjusted? An examination of how the damage could be prevented and how the
employees could work more efficiently performed, both from the man speaking and using the
right equipment.

Figure 2: The trolley which is in the casino today (picture made by the author)
Where

At the end of a day a number of employees had pain in the back. The process of getting a box
from the table is not ergonomically correct for the employees. The process of waiting while
casino is closed and nobody of the casino guests are in the building.
When

The problems arose mainly when employee moving a box from the table and pulled a box
manually and must bend down to take the box, then straighten up and go with a box of at least
ten meters. Box weighs about 6 kilograms with money / cash chips. After 10 meters employee
have to bend down again to put the box to the trolley.
How

By bending down the upper body after working 8-12 hours, it was not surprising that people
got hurt in the body. It is hard to work effective if the work equipment is not ergonomically
correct.
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Why

It has long been discussion how the work equipment could be improved. After all we came
with positive solution of the problem.
Who

The solution was applied to all employees regardless of body type and gender.

1.2.2

Formation of criterion

To define the problems and be able to define us, we have together with the company's
supervisor made a measurable criteria list (Appendix 1 – the list of criterion). Appendix
addressing all the necessary demands and requirements it places on this work. And it should
be met in order for our solution to work properly. The list of criteria is divided into different
parts dealing among other processes, environment, people and economy. All criterion on the
list are divided into two categories: one for claims and another for requests. The reason we
have both the demands and wishes is for to weed out proposals where all requirements but not
all the requests are, thus, one can by fulfilling the wishes get the best option.
1.2.3

Delimitations

The delimitations made for this thesis are the following. Here is a list of the areas which I will
not go into or put a lot of work on:
x Solutions for steering, engine, electronics, etc. since there are existing solutions today.
x Instructions of using will not be developed because the concept is not finished.
1.2.4 Education for the project

In addition to the knowledge I have gained from the education, I have also learned other
programs: SolidWorks, Blender, FEM simulation in SolidWorks.
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Methods
3

In the project work it is important to follow methods that are appropriate in order to achieve
set goals or solving problems raised in the design/product development. It is possible also to
combine certain methods if it feels relevant and necessary. The work is done freely but in the
project is used some tools, such as Gantt Schedule to structure the work. The methods are
chosen that is necessary for product realization process and the project itself. Fredy Olsson’s
method and David G. Ullman method are suitable for this project.

2.1 Method Discussion
It was done different methods in the project. Methods are briefly described below.

Gantt chart

Gantt chart is a popular type of bar charts (histograms), which is used to illustrate the plan
schedule for any project. It is one of the methods of project planning. It used in applications
for project management. The Gantt chart consists of strips oriented along the time axis. Each
bar on the chart represents a separate task within the project (type of work), its end and the
beginning and completion of the work, its length and the length of the work. The vertical axis
of the chart is a list of tasks. 3
The Gantt chart was done to plan the work in the best way and also follow planning during
the whole process. ( Appendix 6 – Gantt chart)
Meetings and training

During the working time, there were meetings with company’s supervisor. During the
meetings it was taken up scheduled tasks, tasks during the project and issues that have
emerged during the various activities and further planning. This communication helped me to
get tips and get more clarity on how the company wants the construction design to be
developed during implementation.
Literature survey

Being able to find the relevant literature is an important part of the project and that's why I
spend a lot of time and resources on this particular part of the task. I used different methods
when it came to literature search, including Internet and library database. I also got a lot of
useful books from libraries of different universities and the Malmo city library.
Research matrix for product requirements

3
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Researching matrix is a method of apportionment of the criterion to gain insight into how the
criterion divides in different parts (Appendix 2 - Research matrix for product requirements).4
It helped me to get an idea how I should solve the problem.
SolidWorks

The program used to visualize the product as 3D model, to make FEM analysis (Appendix 21
- Mechanical calculations) and also make drawings (Appendix 15 - Design drawings).
Software Blender

The best way to show how the future construction will work is to make a 3D video. Software
Blender used for modeling and animation for the construction. This video helped me to avoid
the economical expenses such as construct the prototype of the new construction at the
factory.

Design Methodology

It is necessary to use different design approaches when it comes to developing new products. I
have taken out a common method that is similar to brainstorming, and is based on the
sketches up as many ideas as possible, that a number of sketches.
Design method helped me to not be locked into a first idea, but able to think completely
outside the basic idea and then tie it all together for a good idea.
Ergonomic calculations OWAS

Ovako Working Postures Analyzing System (OWAS) is a widely used method for studying
awkward working postures in workplaces. Work-related musculoskeletal disorders have been
recognized as a serious social problem because of the rising costs associated with wage
compensation, medical expenses, reduced productivity, and lower quality of life. Postural
Analysis provides an analysis of the employee posture while working. The emphasis in this
section is on minimizing unnecessary employee actions and on reducing the amount of lifting
done by employee during work. The psychophysical approach estimates worker capacity to
perform a given task based on perception of the difficulty of a task. 5

4
5

Principkonstruktion, Fredy Olsson (1978), page 32-56
http://www.ergonautas.upv.es/metodos/owas/owas-ayuda.php
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Figure 3: Example OWAS Classification Chart6
The ergonomic calculations (OWAS) were made with an old construction of the trolley and
the one which I designed. OWAS also were made both before and after adjusting to show the
difference and improvement in work performance. OWAS envisages both then the employee
move drop box to the table and then it moves from the table. Each category as back, arm, leg
and put on weight had a figure for evaluation that went through a special OWAS matrix. The
results were then classified according to how urgent were each action. 7

2.2

Methodology of this thesis

I studied two methods for obtaining a construction Olsson’s (1995) method and Ullman’s
(2010) method. Olsson’s (1995) method is more suitable for improving the construction, but
for the process improvement The Mechanical Design Process method by David G. Ullman. A
more detailed illustration of the method seen in Appendix 3 - Ullman steps in the design
process.

6
7

http://www.iasj.net/iasj?func=fulltext&aId=2366
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Step 1

• Product Discovery

Step 2

• Product Planning

Step 3

• Product Definition

Step 4

• Conceptual Design

Step 5

• Product Development

Step 6

• Product Support

Figure 4: The Mechanical Design Process8
2.2.1 Product Discovery

In the first phase mapped the product, or as in this case also the process. Various factors and
various steps were specified for right project selection. When the project was specified and
selected the turn was for step two, the project planning. A flow chart of the Product discovery
can be seen in Appendix 3.
2.2.2

Project Planning

The second step is detailed planning of the project. In Annex 3 are shown an overview of this
step by Ullman’s Design Process. However, there was one exception. In order to organize the
work in a reasonable way, calculate the time and the right order for all all elements were
created a Gantt chart. (Annex 6 – Gantt chart)
2.2.3

8

Product Definition

The machanical design process / David G. Ullman (1944), page 89-107

7

In step three I specified how the company wanted the result would look like.
2.2.4

Conceptual design

The fourth step is about establishing of various concept solutions. More on Concept Solution
phase can be seen in Appendix 3 - Ullman steps in the design process.
2.2.5

Product Development

In the product development phase were evaluated the selected concepts. Usually it occur
documentation and communication to later result in a process selection or a thesis.
2.2.6

Product Support

In step process support, was presented the final results of the company for the project to get
the opportunity to move to the next level. It is now up to the company to decide whether the
project is worth spending money on.

2.3 Preparation and data collection
I have taken note of the company's process in the form of an observation the working area for
my future construction. A first observation was as I watched how the product of my design
will be placed in the working area.
I performed measurements of the surface area which are available for my construction. This
was done in two stages: one in which the product is in use today, and one in which new
product gone be used in the near future.
A second observation was made on how it looks when each box will be transferred from the
table to the trolley and forward. A first complaint was made that the previous trolley
construction is not be able to roll to the Pitstand. That’s why to get the box from the table
were quite complicated at the period when casino were still opened. And employers have to
wait until the casino will close; over wise it is not safe to move the box from the table to the
trolley. (Annex 4 – Gamming floor, the trolley position/movement at the casino today).
My suggestion to the casino was to make the trolley more mobile, so with it help employee
could take the boxes directly from the table. With this new construction what I constructed,
employee should take the boxes any period of time without waiting of casino closing. Also
sometimes boxes can be full during the casino opening hours, so employee should take the
full box and exchange it directly to the empty one. The same situation then one of the Pitstand
is closing earlier during the casino opening hours, so employee could take the all boxes from
all Pitstand and replace it to the empty ones. With this concept casino could save the working
8

time of all personal. Also while casino is still opened the trolley will transfer boxes to the
cashier, who can count the money directly without waiting while casino will be closed.
(Annex 5 – Gamming floor, the trolley position/movement at the casino in the future with
new suggestion).
Another point with new construction was to make the trolley more ergonomic for the
dealers/employees. The dealer should not take the drop box to the hands, because it will move
directly to the trolley. This movement will be more ergonomic for the employee according to
the OWAS.9

3 Theoretical part

9
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Theoretical part is the basis for my own reflections.

3.1

Summary of the relevant literature

Literature regarding methods, materials, and other areas has been studied. These have touched
on topics such as materials testing, comparison of different materials, survey of various
structural components, etc.

3.2

Ongoing research and development in the selected area

I chose to immerse in the areas mentioned in the first paragraph and having as a basis to argue
for my choice. This is the basis for my decisions, my discussions and also the final concept.
3.2.1 Ergonomic aspects

To stand up all day at their workplace is a common working position in factories, restaurants,
in health care, etc. Poor ergonomics in the workplace often results in poor physical health and
reduced emotional health, lower productivity and a greater dissatisfaction among employees.
This can lead to depression, mental illness, anxiety and heart disease.
By improving ergonomics in the workplace the OWAS10 analysis was made to choose the
right solution of the construction for the company.11
3.2.2 Automation

Automation is an important part of the working process. In my construction I suggest to use a
conveyor belt to move the drop boxes inside the trolley. I think by replacing human labor with
automated system the drop boxes are safer.
3.2.3 Different materials for the trolley

After conversation with company supervisor I understood that one of the problem with a
trolley structure today that it is too heavy. That’s why came up suggestion to find and to
combine different materials for the construction. The task was to find durable materials like:
plywood, SAE 304 stainless steel, tool steel, sheet metal, rubber, plastic, Plexiglas.
Plywood

Plywood is a multilayer construction material, made by bonding veneers specially prepared.
The number of layers of veneer is usually an odd, three or more. To increase the strength of
plywood veneer layers are stacked so that the wood fibers are strictly perpendicular to the
previous sheet. 12

10

http://www.fbfsistemas.com/ergonomics.html
http://www.iasj.net/iasj?func=fulltext&aId=2366
12
http://www.faneramm.ru/fanera.html
11
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Figure 5: Plywood 13

SAE 304 stainless steel

SAE 304 is a stainless steel and consists of 18% chromium - 8% nickel austenitic stainless
steel. It is the most familiar and common alloy used in variation of stainless steel. This
stainless steel treated for a wide range of applications for good corrosion resistance, ease of
fabrication, excellent ductility and high strength and low weight.

Figure 6: Stainless steel14
It has excellent forming and welding characteristics. SAE 304 is easy to brake or roll into
formed a variety of components for applications in industrial, architectural, and transportation

13
14

http://aktau-man.all.biz/fanera-g249701#.VnAiYs_SkuU

http://www.siddhagirimetals.com/stainless_steel_products/stainless_steel_bar_rod/hot_rolled_stainless_steel
_bright_bar.html
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fields. The austenitic structure of the material also gives excellent toughness down to
cryogenic temperatures. 15
Tool steel

Tool steel refers to a variety of carbon and alloy steels, which are particularly well suited to
be tools. Their usefulness is based on their distinctive hardness, resistance to abrasion and
deformation and it is ability to retain the cutting edge at elevated temperatures. As a result,
tool steels suitable for use in the formation of other materials.

Figure 7: Tool steel16

Tool steels manufactured under carefully controlled conditions to produce the desired quality.
The presence of carbides in the matrix plays a dominant role as tool steel. Four major alloying
elements in the steel to form carbides of the tool: tungsten, chromium, vanadium and
molybdenum. The dissolution rate of the various carbides in austenite as iron determines
performance steel temperature (slower, the better, for making heat resisting steel).17
Sheet metal

Sheet metal formed for industrial process into thin flat pieces. This is one of the major forms
used in metal and it can be cut and bent into various shapes. Countless everyday objects are
constructed with sheet metal.

15
16

http://nergconstructions.spb.ru/nerg_stali_nc

http://www.imould.com/News_show/2013/6/13/On%20the%20domestic%20mold%20materials%20market%2
0analysis.html
17
http://www.simplytoolsteel.com/properties-of-tool-steel.html
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Figure 8: Sheet metal (steel)18
There are many different metals which may be made of sheet metal, such as aluminum, brass,
copper, steel, tin, nickel and titanium. For decorative purposes, the important sheet metal
include silver, gold, and platinum (platinum metal sheet is also used as a catalyst.)
Sheet metal used for car bodies, airplane wings, medical tables, roofs for buildings
(architecture) and many other applications. Sheet metal iron and other materials with high
magnetic permeability, also known as laminated steel rods are used in transformers and
electrical machines.19
Rubber

Rubber is elastic material resulting from the vulcanization of natural and synthetic rubbers.
Rubber has high elasticity, which is combined with a number of other important technological
properties: high resistance to tearing and abrasion, gas and water resistance, chemical
resistance, high electrical insulating properties and low specific weight. 20

Figure 8: Rubber sheets21

18

http://www.anandsteels.co.in/Matt_Pvc_Sheet.html
http://www.zenithair.com/kit-data/allmetal.htm
20
http://www.xumuk.ru/encyklopedia/2/3860.html
21
http://www.ducatex.ro/rubber-sheets.html
19
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Plastic

Plastic is organic materials, which is based on synthetic or natural high-molecular compounds
(polymers). Plastic is a structural material. Manufacturing of plastic structures is taken less
time- consuming and energy-intensive than other materials.22

Figure 9: Plastics 23

Plexiglas

Plexiglas is a flammable material, but it is not burning as dangerous as other polymeric
materials because as practically does not emit toxic gases. Plexiglas is polymer material
having the following distinctive set of properties: various thicknesses and colors: transparent,
opaque, colored with the degree of light transmission of 30%; high transparency (92% or
more); impact resistance, excellent resistance to UV radiation over time; resistance to adverse
weather influences (moisture, frost); resistance to aging, the immutability of optical and
mechanical properties over a long period of time (not yellow when used in the exterior and
advertising, and does not change the color tone); chemical resistance to inorganic substances,
inert to dilute acids. Material is ecofriendly, does not emit toxins.24

Figure 10: Plexiglas25

22

http://files.school-collection.edu.ru/dlrstore/9565b362-b515-18b6-5014-1a2f66b0674e/1004368A.htm
http://schastie-ryadom.ru/post265677837/
24
http://www.vink.ru/info/articles/188/
25
http://www.art-landia.ru/category/plexiglas_import/offset20/
23
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3.3

Selection of the information

I have chosen to focus on specific components and its materials because the design is unique
and not available on the market today.
In order to select suitable materials and areas the construction was divided into different
components.
The aspects that were chosen are to focus on where to start with ergonomics, which is an
important part of human health.
When there is automation, more factors to be met in working process: as governance,
programming, optimization, etc. It is necessary all these processes to interact together to get a
working automation.
Another important task is to find and choose the right materials which are appropriate for the
construction, that is why I studied different materials, such as plywood, SAE 304 stainless
steel, tool steel, sheet metal, rubber, plastic, Plexiglas and other.

15

4

Results

In this chapter all the results achieved in the project are described. The results section includes
the implementation of the project and the final results. The chapter is divided into different
sections based on Olsson (1995) method and includes the same methods that were listed
earlier in this thesis. During the work were completed the selection of construction parts and
then continuously explored areas for all components by using various sources.

4.1 Presentation of the results
This part is structured by Olsson’s (1995) methodology. It has helped me to implement this
project in a structured way.
The process began with a defining a target and the aim of this thesis to then be able to start the
project. After summation of all necessary information and the visits to the company,
I visualize transformation of the trolley in the gaming floor (Appendix 4 and Appendix 5). In
the picture it is taken up a more detailed of how the process looks at the company at present
and how it can look in the future.
After were defined goals and objectives, were made a Gantt chart (Appendix 6 - Gantt chart)
to be able to plan the work and be able to follow the time schedule for the whole process.
In order to know what features design shall have, were made a list of criteria (Appendix 1 –
the list of criterions) together with a supervisor at the company. In order to define and clarify
all the criterions have to be measurable. All issues specified in order of process, people,
environment and economy and also for the appropriateness and necessity as requirements and
wishes.
Then were drawn out different solutions as many different concepts as possible (Appendix 11Drawings). Were checked most of the operation support and design. Goal was to get as
comfortable construction for the employees as possible. It was time to find the right solution
about choosing of materials for the construction.

4.2

Generation of ideas

I followed the design principles: to get as many concepts as possible in a first stage. This
method helped me easy and quickly to develop ideas. Some of ideas may be different from the
basic idea. But at the end I came up with a perfect solution.
Here is a brief review of the trolley’s details with the basic functional that were designed:

16

Platform for the trolley

Figure 11: CAD model of the platform for the trolley
Number of the component
Quantity
1
1
(Appendix 9 – Sketches of the CAD model, Component 1)
Ramp for the trolley nr 1

17

Material of the component
Plywood

Figure 12: CAD model of the ramp for the trolley nr 1

Number of the component
Quantity
2
1
(Appendix 9 – Sketches of the CAD model, Component 2)

Material of the component
SAE 304 stainless steel

Ramp for the trolley nr 2

Figure 13: CAD model of the ramp for the trolley nr 2
Number of the component
2

Quantity
1

Material of the component
SAE 304 stainless steel

The beam with a chain on which moves retractable shelfs nr 1

Figure 14: CAD model of the beam with a chain on which moves retractable shelfs nr 1
18

Number of the component
Quantity
3
1
(Appendix 9 – Sketches of the CAD model, Component 3)

Material of the component
tool steel

The beam with a chain on which moves retractable shelfs nr 2

Figure 15: CAD model of the beam with a chain on which moves retractable shelfs nr 2
Number of the component
3

Quantity
1

Material of the component
tool steel

Retractable shelf

To avoid lifting of the drop box were designed the Retractable shelf. It will help to get the
drop box directly from the table to the trolley without lifting it and taking it to the hands.

19

Figure 16: Blender model - Retractable shelf
Retractable shelf is divided into several components:
1. The holder of the platform with rollers
The holder is attached to the platform with rollers and it moves inside the trolley in the
anticlockwise direction. The part consists of:
Number of the component
Quantity
Material of the component
4
1
SAE 304 stainless steel
5
2
plastic
(Appendix 9 – Sketches of the CAD model, Component 4, Component 5)

Figure 17: CAD model of the holder of the platform with rollers
2. The platform with rollers
The platform with rollers is slides out of from the holder and slides into the trolley. The part
consists of:
Number of the component
Quantity
Material of the component
20

5
2
plastic
6
1
sheet metal
7
1
sheet metal
8
5
SAE 304 stainless steel
9
5
rubber
(Appendix 9 – Sketches of the CAD model, Component 5, Component 6, Component 7,
Component 8, Component 9)

Figure 18: CAD model of the platform with roller
3. (a) The folding handle with rollers with the latch
The folding handle with rollers is lowered to the table in front of the drop box. After the drop
box is slides to the platform with rollers. When the box is located on the platform, the handle
is raised and latched with a stick with the spring latch. After that, the platform is moved to the
platform holder. After with help of a stick with the spring latch, the folding handle with
rollers is lowered in front of the drop box. This part also fixes the folding handle with rollers
then it is raised.
The part consists of:
Number of the component
Quantity
Material of the component
12
1
SAE 304 stainless steel
13
2
rubber
14
1
SAE 304 stainless steel
15
1
SAE 304 stainless steel
16
1
SAE 304 stainless steel
(Appendix 9 – Sketches of the CAD model, Component 12, Component 13, Component 14,
Component 15, Component 16)
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Figure 19: CAD model of the folding handle with rollers with the latch

3. (b) The folding handle with rollers
The folding handle with rollers is lowered to the table in front of the drop box. After the drop
box is slides to the platform with rollers. When the box is located on the platform, the handle
is raised. After that, the platform is moved to the platform holder.

Figure 20: CAD model of the folding handle with rollers
Rollers for transferring the retractable shelfs

The part consists of:
Number of the component
Quantity
10
1
(Appendix 9 – Sketches of the CAD model, Component 10)
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Material of the component
tool steel

Figure 21: CAD model of the rollers for transferring the retractable shelfs

Trolley cover

The trolleys cover consists of:
Number of the component
Quantity
11
1
(Appendix 9 – Sketches of the CAD model, Component 11)

Figure 22: CAD model of the trolley cover
Gear for rotating the roller chain

The gear consists of:
23

Material of the component
Plexiglas

Number of the component
Quantity
17
1
(Appendix 9 – Sketches of the CAD model, Component 17)

Material of the component
tool steel

Figure 23: CAD model of the gear
After were developed the components, were done an evaluation of it using the evaluation
matrix (Appendix 10 - Evaluation Matrix). The components that got the lowest score were
eliminated. Some of the components it is not necessary to design because there is possibility
to find it on the market. For the construction were suggested following components:
Chain for moving the retractable shelfs

The most suitable chain for moving retractable shelfs is Tsubaki roller chain. It is available to
order it in Sweden. It can be manufactured in different materials, but I suggest for the
construction the tool steel.
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Figure 24: Roller Chain Structure26
Wheels for the trolley

The most suitable wheels for the designed construction are trolley caster wheels.

Figure 25: Trolley caster wheels27

26
27

http://tsubaki.eu/chain/introduction-roller-chain/
http://www.indiamart.com/bobsonswheelsindia/castors-and-wheels.html#rubber-wheels
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Electric engine for the trolley

To find the suitable engine for the construction were made calculation.

Figure 26: Rotation scheme (illustrated by the author)
At the extreme case torsional moment will be approximately equal to torque from one drawer
at maximum distance from center, as other 6 boxes will be balanced by themselves. Friction
can be neglected (it must be minimum because of bearings and grease). Considering all
assumptions torsional moment motor must be about not less:

In order to reduce this value reduction gearing can be used. For example, with gearing ratio of
N = 2, torsional moment will be  = ܯ70/2 = 35ܰ݉, but rotating speed will increase two
times.
In proceeding of this characterization torque–acceleration curve of the motor was produced:

26

According all the calculations was found the suitable engine:

Figure 28: electric engine VDC-3-49.15-K4 D0028

4.3 Ergonomic calculations, before adjustment
To see the risks of employees working before the adjustment, performed the ergonomic
calculation OWAS.29 The highest burden incurred when moving the drop box from the table
manually and carrying it to the trolley. (Annex 7- OWAS before adjustment.)

Figure 28: Friction with drop box (illustrated by the author)

28
29

http://www.ebmpapst.com/en/products/motors/vdc-motors/VDC_motors_detail.php?pID=239861
http://www.fbfsistemas.com/ergonomics.html
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Figure 29: Moving the drop box (illustrated by the author)

Figure 30: Putting the drop box inside the trolley
(illustrated by the author)

Figure 31: Moving the trolley

Figure 32: The trolley which is in the casino today (picture made by the author)
28

4.4

The financial aspect

After were made the table where have seen the list of chosen components and eventually price
for the non-designed components. (Table 1 - Choice of components)

Table 1: Choice of components

4.5 Ergonomic calculations, after adjustment
The following calculation OWAS is purely hypothetical, because the new construction of
trolley is does not exist. However, the result shows that the work with the construction which
was designed will be more ergonomic safe for the employees. First of all two actions with a
trolley will not exist with new construction. In Appendix 8 is seen the calculation after
adjustment indicating a positive result in the purchase of the possibility to move the drop
boxes directly to the trolley and forward.

Figure 29: Friction with drop box, moving the drop box (illustrated by the author)
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Figure 30: Moving the trolley (illustrated by the author)

4.6

Final concept

Figure 31: Blender model – Trolley without the cover
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4.7 Animated result of the new construction
Instead of producing the prototype of the construction, was made the animated video in the
software Blender, so the company’s supervisor and the university’s supervisor could see how
the new construction will work. The link to the video:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/pliw4qlwcjt9sd4/trol0000-2700.avi?dl=0
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5 Conclusions
I managed to come up with a product proposal that could be interesting to produce in the
future. The object was designed by using a number of methods, which led to a design strategy
and a product propose for a problem solution.
As you can see from the calculations that the ergonomics will be improved significantly and
thus the employees feel better.
The advantage of the design is that it is ergonomically better for the employees; also the drop
boxes are safer in the process of transferring those to the casinos vault.
The disadvantage of the design is that it is not economically justified when subjected budget
held, because the design suggestion is to produce it from different materials, which can be
expansive on the market today.

5.1 Alternative Conclusion
To make the construction economically better, I suggest to find another materials that can be
economically better. This is also will make whole construction lighter, also economically
better.
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Appendix 1 – the list of criterions
Process
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

The trolley must be flexible
No hand lift of boxes which contains money / cash chips at all
The trolley should be able to transport more than 70kg
No changes shall in any way impair the safety of humans
Identification of opportunities for improvement

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5

Settings
S1
S2
S3

The trolley must be flexible between gamble tables
The trolley must not exceed conceivable space, about 1500x1000x600
Identification of opportunities for improvement

R6
R7
R8

Human
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5

Easy to handle
Ease of service / repair, quickly interchangeable parts
One person put to the trolley all boxes
No changes shall in any way impair the safety of humans
An ergonomic analysis should be performed

W1
R9
R10
R11
W2

Economy
E1
E2
E3

Keep investment costs as low as possible
Material in the construction will be recyclable
The construction must be as environmentally as possible

R- Requirement; W -Wishes
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W3
W4
W5

Appendix 2 - Researching matrix of product criterion
LIFE PERIOD

GENERAL

REQUIREMENTS AREAS

Research

Process

Settings

Human

Economy

ALL

ALL

ALL

ALL

Product planning
New product
PRODUCTION

Preparation

E1

Acquisition
Manufacturing
Refitting
Verification
Storage
DISPOSAL

Packing

E1

Distribution
Storage
Sale
CULTIVATION Repatriation

P1, P2,

Installing

P3, P4,

Using

P5

S1, S2

H2, H3,

E1, E2,

H4

E3

Maintenance
Storage
Exclusion
Buying
ELIMINATION

Retrieval

E1

Recycling
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Appendix 3 - Ullman steps in the design process

Step 1 – Product Discovery phase
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Step 2 – Product planning phase
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Step 3 – Product definition phase
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Step 4 – Conceptual design phase
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Step 5 – Product development phase
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Step 6 – Product support phase
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Appendix 4 – Picture of the trolley position/movement at the casino
today
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Appendix 5 – Picture of the trolley position/movement at the casino in
the future with new suggestion
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Appendix 6 – Gantt chart
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Appendix 7- OWAS before adjustment
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Appendix 8 – OWAS after adjustment
After adjustment became only two actions with a new construction.
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Appendix 9 - FEM analyze for the components
(The force that acts on a specific item is calculated so that item could withstand the maximum
load).
1. Platform for the trolley
The maximum force acting on the platform is 1200N. The yield strength for the plywood is
20 MPa; according to the FEM simulation this material is able to withstand 1200 N.

2. Ramp for the trolley
The maximum force acting on the ramp is 1100N. The yield strength for the stainless steel is
206 MPa; according to the FEM simulation this material is able to withstand 1100N.
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3. The beam with a chain on which moves retractable shelfs
The maximum force acting on the ramp is 1100N. The yield strength for the tool steel is 282
MPa; according to the FEM simulation this material is able to withstand 1000N.
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4. Rollers for transferring the retractable shelfs
The maximum force acting on the rollers is 1000N. The yield strength for the tool steel is 282
MPa; according to the FEM simulation this material is able to withstand 1000N.
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5. The platform with rollers
The maximum force acting on the platform with rollers is 100N. The yield strength for the
stainless steel is 206 MPa; according to the FEM simulation this material is able to withstand
100N.
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Appendix 10 – Evaluation matrix
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Appendix 11 – Sketches of the CAD model
Component 1
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Component 2
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Component 3
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Component 4
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Component 5
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Component 6
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Component 7
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Component 8

Component 9
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Component 10
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Component 11
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Component 12

63

Component 13
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Component 14
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Component 15

66

Component 16

67

Component 17
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Appendix 12 – Drawings
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